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My dear students, my dear class of 2012:

e very first thing I did when I found out you’d chosen me to speak to you tonight was to go back and 
read through all of your online discussion posts from last year.  It took a few hours to get through all of 
them, but in the end I was le with a powerful sense of direction in what I’d talk to you about tonight.  
You see, reading through the discussion posts highlighted to me how you’ve grown, as well as what 
continues to weigh on your minds and hearts.

In one thread, you discussed your class identity.  Phrases like “chill”, “peaceful” and “low-drama” came 
up repeatedly.  Generally, this was held up as a positive quality and indeed, I always appreciated how 
easy-going you were.  However, some approached this quality with caution.  One classmate said that 
occasionally the easy-going nature of the class veered into the extreme of lacking emotion, lacking 
class spirit.  I think we all remember the assembly last year where each class had to cheer when their 
name was called... but we won’t talk about that.  is came up in several live discussions, as well--I 
remember several people saying on the first day of class that you felt as though your class was 
forgettable except, of course, for times when you’d gotten in trouble.  

In another online discussion in which you tried to define success, the prevailing sentiment was that 
success comes from achieving personal goals and making some kind of difference.

From my standpoint as your teacher, I think your class is characterized by an interesting mix of going 
with the flow while at the same time genuinely wanting to be vital, to make a difference, to leave a 
legacy.  In fact, your desire to make your  mark and turn the world upside down took a very literal form 
in your Senior Prank.  Of course, not everyone appreciates having their world turned upside down, as 
you and I, as your accomplice, well found out.  

Legacy.  at’s what I want to talk to you about tonight.  My original plan was to make some inside 
jokes and then tell you to build a legacy as you leave this place.  Now, the inside jokes were pretty good.  
Pretty much constant beastliness.  A Simple Gi of intricate proportions...  BUUUT they might have 
caused a brouhaha, and they didn’t add much to the speech, so my new plan doesn’t involve inside 
jokes. (Sip om Tully’s cup) Except that one.  anks for the gi card, by the way!

Building a legacy... that sounds amazing, doesn’t it?  As though our mark on the world could be craed 
by hand in the same way that a carpenter puts up a house...  You see, the idea of leaving a legacy is 
deeply appealing to our nature as human beings.  But, how is legacy formed?  Do we actually make 
legacy from scratch?

at’s certainly what I was going to suggest in my first dra of this speech.  I would have been wrong.  

As some of you know, I traveled back to the states two weeks ago for my Grandma’s funeral.  I’d 
already started writing this speech at that point, so questions about legacy were driing through my 
brain almost the whole time that I was home.  I think this caused me to see and interpret the events of 
those days through a different lens than I would have otherwise.  Relatives kept talking about my 
Grandma’s life of faith, service, and kindness, and how they saw those qualities living on in her 
children and grandchildren.  As I celebrated her life, listened to people talk about her, and talked with 
my own family, the truth became increasingly clear to me: legacy is not something that we build from 
scratch, but rather something that we live within--something that we are handed--it’s how we respond, 
how we handle that legacy that is up to us.

Tonight, I would like to suggest to you a truth and a challenge.  e truth is this:



I. We all live within a legacy.  Remember when I talked to you in ailand, how I said that we’re all 
ambassadors?  Well, there are just some things in life and we cannot avoid, and this is another one 
of those things... we all live within a legacy... actually, a variety of legacies, le to us by our families, 
our teachers, our coaches, our pastors, our employers... we’re part of their story and at that point, it 
becomes our story, as well.  Most importantly, at CAJ, we live in a legacy of faith.  is is a legacy 
that stretches back much farther than the history of CAJ.  e author of Hebrews, perhaps Paul, 
writes to Jewish Christians about the grand story of faith in chapter 11:  

 “Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see.  is is what 
the ancients were commended for.”  en in verse 4, he actually starts to list examples in chronological 
order:

 “By faith, Abel offered God a better sacrifice than Cain did.  By faith, he was commended as a 
righteous man when God spoke well of his offerings.  And by faith, he still speaks, even though he is 
dead.”

Aer talking about Enoch, Noah and Abraham, the author really gets on a roll:

 “By faith, Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau in regard to their future.

 By faith, Jacob, when he was dying, blessed each one of Joseph’s sons and worshipped as he 
leaned on the top of his staff.

 By faith, Joseph, when his end was near, spoke about the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, 
and gave instructions about his bones.”

He goes on to talk about Moses’ parents, Moses, the people of Israel, the prostitute Rahab, and then in 
verse 32:

“And what more shall I say?  I do not have time to tell about Gideon, Barak, Samson, David, Samuel 
and the prophets.”

e Hebrew recipients of this letter were part of that story and...Guess what?  WE’RE a part of this 
same story, millenia later!  By now, you all know the CAJ mission statement.  Finish the phrase for me, 
will you?  Equipping students to...impact the world for Christ.  Just out of curiosity, how many of you have 
used the phrase “impact the world for Christ” in an essay or presentation at some point?  Let’s see a 
show of hands.  I know, from having spent 17 years of my life as a student at a Christian school just 
how easily phrases like this become cliché, how easily they become catchphrases that can snag bonus 
points if you use them in assignments.  BUT--I’d like to suggest to you tonight that this is so much 
more than a catchphrase, so much more than a familiar line in a school document.  is is the story of 
your teachers... this is the legacy in which we live: each of us firmly hope that we are writing our 
chapter of the story of impacting the world for Christ every day we come to school, in every class we 
teach and every conversation we have.  Now, we don’t always do such a great job, but either way, this is 
the story that we live in, and because you are our students, it’s your story too!  With every assignment, 
every test, every speech, every lab, every game, every concert and yes, even every OScAR you wrote, 
you have contributed your own lines to this grand story of faith.  Now, as you depart to new settings 
that will contain new people, new opportunities, new obstacles, and new stories, the question arises: 
what will you do with this story that you’ve grown up in?  What will you do with the legacy that you’ve 
been handed?

Which leads me to my challenge for you tonight:

II. Honor the legacy you’ve been handed by faithfully responding to your calling.



I’ve said this to you so many times before, and will say it again without hesitation: you are an 
incredibly talented class.  Maybe you didn’t have as many athletes as other classes.  Maybe you didn’t 
have as many musicians.  However, every single person within your class has a place, has something 
that they excel at.  

I’ll never forget when I assigned a student to do a presentation on Civil War weaponry last year in 
Humanities, and he made a detailed replica of a musket.  I asked him where he got such a good replica, 
and when he told me that he made it himself, I was speechless.

I’ll never forget the Bible presentation when a student played her saxophone.  As she played, a crowd 
gathered outside the room to stop and listen.  I talked to other teachers later who said they’d stopped 
instruction to simply listen and appreciate the beautiful music. 

I’ll never forget the way a student carried several of his teammates’ backpacks on wilderness camp, and 
the way he scrambled down and back up steep hillsides to grab sleeping bags and backpacks that had 
fallen.  (To be fair, he did think that the backpack was one of his teammates falling down the 
mountain).

I’ll never forget another student’s dedication and love for babysitting--at just about any major school 
event, and so many other times, she could be counted on by the parents of young children to watch 
over and care for their kids.

I could keep going--I have an entire list, and if I had an hour to talk, I’d actually go through and 
mention each of you by name.  But, I know that you do not want to sit in those seats all night.  If you 
want to know what I said about you, just ask me. 

e point is, each of you is blessed with things that you are good at, things that you are passionate 
about.  Certainly, your teachers know it, and if we’ve done our job of affirming these things and 
encouraging you, you know it too.  Recognizing these gis is the first step in finding your calling, 
which is the key to continuing the legacy that you’ve been handed.

To paraphrase Frederick Buechner, "Where our deep gladness and the world's deep hunger meet, we 
hear our calling."  I love this quote, and have ever since I first heard it in my Intro to Education class 
years back.  Allow me to break this quote down: on the one hand, we have our deep gladness--those 
things that come naturally to us, that we’re good at, that bring us joy.  On the other hand, we have the 
world’s deep hunger--those things that are broken, those things that are messed up in the world today 
and cause us grief, bewilderment, or perhaps rage.  ere is a point where our gladness works to end 
that hunger.  Each of us has a place like that--a point where doing what we love and healing a broken 
world will be one and the same.  

Each of you spent the last year researching an issue in the world and attempting to raise awareness 
through your presentations and carry out solutions through your projects.  Maybe some of you were 
sick of your topic by the end, and your presentations on Tuesday will have been the last time you did 
anything with that issue.  Maybe for some of you, it was the first step on what will become your career.  

In any case, you’ve started to look at the world as agents of restoration.  You’re keenly aware of what 
the world’s deep hunger looks like--what’s wrong, what needs fixing.  I watched as you wrestled with 
this deep hunger and began to address it during your Junior year.  Of course, the obvious example 
would be how you got together to bake and sell cookies, brownies, cupcakes and other wonderful 
things to raise money and awareness for Invisible Children.  However, the most lasting impression in 
my mind comes from the way you sought to help, encourage and love one another in the days 
following the earthquake.  I remember just asking once in class how everyone was doing, and most 
everyone said that they were stressed out, tired, unmotivated... but the conversation didn’t end there... 



you told jokes, you enfolded each other, you told each other ‘let’s ganbarou.’  In my estimation, you’ve 
got a very good start on writing a part in this big story of faith.

Finding your calling is now just a matter of putting these elements--your deep gladness and the world’s 
deep hunger--together.  For the many of you who I know are mathematically inclined, think of them as 
lines on a graph--where do your gis and the world’s needs intersect?  ere might be a variety of 
possibilities, so don’t feel like you need to solve for just one specific point.

is will be your task over the next few years, and it may involve some trial and error.  Certainly it will 
involve the application of so many things you learned while you were here.  

You’ve grown up in a beautiful and long-standing legacy of faith.  As you depart, this legacy is handed 
to you, to live out as you wish.  An old preacher once said, “Everything you do today, or I do, affects 
not only what is going to happen but what has already happened, years and centuries ago. Maybe you 
can’t change what has passed, but you can change all the meaning of what has passed. You can even 
take all the meaning away.”

You see, legacy is a vulnerable thing.  If you continue to live out the story of your teachers, coaches, 
principals and others in this community, the story becomes that much richer, not only for each of you, 
but for those of us who taught you.  However, if you abandon the story, forgetting and rejecting what 
you learned from your teachers and others, it tears a vital chapter from our story, and leaves loose ends 
that may never be tied.  

I call upon you to carry your part in the story forward by listening for your calling, and faithfully 
responding to it as you work to impact the world.  How will you handle the legacy you’ve been 
handed?  Will you shed it for something more fashionable?  Will you use it for appearances?  Or, will 
you strive to make it your own story and carry it forward so that you can pass it on to others?

Aer I’d written much of this talk, I went back and looked at the grad speech I’d given as a Senior in 
2004, at my own graduation, and found that I’d touched on the idea of legacy then, too.  I’d like to 
share with you the same verse that I used then--this is the key to faithfully responding to calling, the 
cornerstone of carrying forward a legacy of faith, from Colossians 3:17:

“And whatever you do, whether in word or in deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving 
thanks to God the Father through Him.”

It’s a simple, yet profound call, and for all of us who’ve taught you, coached you and worked with you 
all these years, it is the call that defines our life and our story.  I pray that you carry this with you as you 
leave to go turn your world upside-down.

ank you.



卒業生に贈る言葉　ネイト ギブソン
親握やィ22001122年度卒業生よ蟹はカ
  蟹はカて＼私オ卒業式よパリ【ベオびィ者もぱむ選カめどイべも聞ぞべもで＼私ら
�ぴ＼去年よ蟹はカよヂΜΒゼΜよミセパッホハ�Μオ読�返ぱむ��ぱべ〜全部読�ゅ
ら数時関づづア�ぱべて＼読�終ェィねゥゅら蟹はカゅ可オ話ぱべァ良ぞづよ方向���性て決
�ぽむぞ�ぱべ〜ぷよミセパッホハ�Μオ読�り＼蟹はカてゃイ�ゃ成長ぱべづ＼蟹はカ
て心ゅ留�むぞィねもて可づてェづぽべづァめび〜
  ミセパッホハ�ΜよＬまらデΒパよズゼミΜマセマセ【めぱべ〜＞落ほ着
ど≦＼＞つもやぱぞ≦＼＞つつぬはめやぞ≦＼やゃよ言葉て可度�めむで�ぱべ〜ぷよ™
だや言葉ら��言葉めぜア＼実際ゅ蟹はカてよカろアぱべ性獲めぜィねもオ私らぞま�ぜ
アてべど思ぽむぞ�ぱべ〜め�＼数人よ人」らねよ特徴ゅ対ぱむほ�ぽもほてだ思ぞオ
持ぽむぞ�ぱべょ〜去年＼�カやて集�ぽべもでゅ＼ぷイへイよ名前て呼りイべもでゅ漢
声オ上ぬやにイりぞにやづぽべもでよねもオ蟹はカ較ぢむぞィも思ぞ�びて＼ぷよもでよ
ねもらねねめら話びよオ��むつで�ぱ�だ“ねよ話題らぞどまづよミセパッホハ�Μゅ
登場ぱ�ぱべ〜数人よ生徒てデΒパよ最初よ日ゅ自分よデΒパらぜ�ア胤象ゅ残ぽむぞや
ぞも言ぽむぞべよオ較ぢむぞ�び〜�ほゥカ＼自分て問題オ起ねぱべもでら別めぱべにイ
ゃ〜
  んまよヂΜΒゼΜミセパッホハ�Μめら＼成功よ定義みにオぱ�ぱべ〜大多数よ維
見ら＼成功もら自分よヌ【Δオ達成ぱ＼ねよ世ゅ可ァづよ洩響オ�べァびねも＼めぱべ〜
  蟹はカよ教師もぱむよ視点づァ見ィも＼蟹はカよデΒパら＼流イゅ身オ任ふィ允面
オ持まも同時ゅ＼純粋ゅ精允杯＼可ァづよ磯ぞオ生�べぞもぞだ思ぞオ持ぽむぞィ面て面
白どヵホデパぱむぞィもだ特徴てぜィも思だよめび〜実際ゅ＼蟹はカよ＼成功オ収�べ
ぞ＼ねよ世オれぽどア返ぱむ�アべぞ＼もぞだ思ぞら＼ハメズよぞべぴァよ日ゅ形もぱむ
表イ�ぱべ〜�ほゥカ＼蟹はカよ共謀者ぺぽべ私�巌�むめびて＼世関よ人全�て＼自分
よ世芥てれぽどア返はイィねもオぜアてべど思だェにめややぞカぺ＼もぞだねもて良どェ
づぽべも思ぞ�び〜
  後世ゅ残び物--Εツハ【＼ぷよねもオ今夜ら蟹はカゅつ話ぱべぞも思ぞ�び〜最初
ら＼内輪よ冗談よ話オぱむづァ＼蟹はカてねよ場オ去ィゅぜべぽむ＼後世ゅ残ふィ�よ＼
Εツハ【＼オ築でぜぬィ™だゅ＼もぞだつ話オびィま�アめぱべ〜内輪よ冗談ら面白ぞ�
よめび〜野獣よ™だゅ面白はて続で＼複雑や恰合よハΜロΔやテル�＼め�………ぷイめ
らねよ世て大騒とゅやぽむぞべづ�ぱイやぞぱ＼パリ【ベオ良どびィ�よめ�やぞよめ＼
私よ新ぱぞロΒΜゅら内輪よ冗談ら巌�イむぞ�ふカ〜..
  ねイぺにら別めび〜テル�ッ【�オぜアてもだ“
  後世ゅ残び物＼Εツハ【＼オ築ど……びりァぱぞ響でオ持ま言葉めび〜私べほてね
よ世ゅ与ぢィ洩響て＼�ィめ大工て架オ建むィづよ™だゅ＼自分べほよ手め作ア上ぬィね
もてめでィ™だゅ聞ねぢ�び〜後世ゅ残び物オ築ど＼もぞだねもら＼私べほよ人関もぱむ
よ性質ゅ語アづに＼もむ�魅力的ゅ聞ねぢ�び〜め�＼ぷイらゃよ™だゅ造ィねもてめで
ィよめぱ�だづ’ぷイら自分よ手めピΖづァ作ア上ぬィ�よやよめぱ�だづ’
  最初ゅ準備ぱべ原稿よやづめらぷよ™だゅ言つだも思ぞ�ぱべ〜め�＼ぷイら関
磯ぽむぞ�ぱべ〜    
蟹はカの存知づ�ぱイ�ふカて＼祖母よつ葬式よべ�ゅ＼私ら22週関前ゅズ�Γッゅ行で
�ぱべ〜ねよ原稿オ�だ書で始�むぞべよめ＼可づオ後世ゅ残び＼もぞだねもてズ�Γッ
ゅぞィ関ぴぽも頭づァ離イ�ふカめぱべ〜ぷよつづぬめ多分磯だ目線���め允連よ出来事オ見
ィねもてめでべも思ぞ�び〜親戚よ�カやて祖母よ信仰＼奉仕＼ぷぱむ�はぱはよねもオ
話ぱむぞ�ぱべ〜ぷぱむぷイて彼女よ子供べほ＼�べ孫べほよだほゅ生で続にむぞィオ見
ィねもてめでィも言ぽむぞ�ぱべ〜祖母よ人生オ思ぞ＼他よ人て彼女よねもオ話びよオ聞
で＼自分よ架族も祖母よ思ぞ出話ぱオびィゅまイ＼後世ゅ可づオ残び＼Εツハ【＼も言だ
ねもら＼自分めピΖづァ作アぜぬィ物めらやぞねもてらぽでアェづア�ぱべ〜ぷだめらや
ど＼私べほて自分べほよ内ゅ持ま�よ＼私べほゅ手渡はイべ�よ＼ぷイゅ対ぱむ私べほて
ゃよ™だゅ答ぢィづ＼Εツハ【オゃよ™だゅ或だづら私べほ自身ゅ™ィ＼もぞだねもて
らぽでアェづぽべよめび〜
今晩ら＼蟹はカゅ＼真実もベ�ΕΜバゅまぞむつ話ぱべぞも思ぞ�び〜::
  II..  私べほらΕツハ【ゅ易�イむぞィ〜私て蟹はカゅプゼめつ話オぱべもでゅ
ら＼私べほら�カや大使めぜィ＼もぞぽべねもオ較ぢむぞ�びづ’人生ゅら避にむ通イや
ぞねもてぜア＼ねイ�ぷよ允まめび〜私べほら�カやΕツハ【よ中ゅ＼ぷイゅ易�イむ生
でむぞ�び〜様」やΕツハ【て＼架族＼教師＼ニ【ベ＼牧師＼雇ぞ主ゅ™ぽむ私べほゅ残
はイむぞで�び〜私べほら�カや＼彼ァよパ�【Γ【よ允部めぜア＼も言だねもら＼ぷよ



パ�【Γ【て私べほよパ�【Γ【め�ぜィよめび〜�ぽも�大切やねも＼ねよCCAAJJめら＼
私べほら信仰よΕツハ【よだほゅ生でむぞ�び〜ねよΕツハ【らCCAAJJよ歴史™ア古ぞ�よ
めび〜ヮレΔ書よ著者＼つぷァどョゾΖら＼1111章め�ヘ�人よデΓパベ�Μゅ向���にむ信仰
よ素晴ァぱぞ話オぱむぞ�び〜
  ＞信仰ら望カめぞィねもてァオ保証ぱ＼目ゅ見ぢやぞ�よオ角信はふィ�よめび〜
昔よ人」らねよ信仰ゅ™ぽむ称賛はイ�ぱべ〜≦ぷぱむ44節づァョゾΖら年代順ゅ例オ挙
ぬむぞで�び〜
  ＞信仰ゅ™ぽむ＼ズワΔらッゼΜ™ア�びなイべぞにゅぢオ神ゅははぬ＼ぷよぞに
ゅぢゅ™ぽむ彼て義人めぜィねもよ証明オ受に�ぱべ〜神て＼彼よははぬ物オ良ぞははぬ
物ぺもぜづぱぱむどぺはぽべづァめび〜彼ら死ゅ�ぱべて＼ぷよ信仰ゅ™ぽむ＼今�やつ
語ぽむぞ�び〜≦
  著者ら＼ダヤデ＼ヤズ＼ズレΒュ�よねもオ語ア＼はァゅ語ア続に�び〜
  ＞信仰ゅ™ぽむ＼ゼネデら未来よねもゅまぞむ＼�ニレもダネゾオ祝福
ぱ�ぱべ〜
  信仰ゅ™ぽむ＼�ニレら死ゆもで＼Αビルよ子ゃ�べほオれもアれもア
祝福ぱ＼�べ自分よ杖よづぱァゅ希アづづぽむ礼拝ぱ�ぱべ〜
  信仰ゅ™ぽむ＼Αビルら臨終よもで＼ゼパΒダΔよ子孫よ脱出オ語ア＼
自分よ骨ゅまぞむ指図ぱ�ぱべ〜＞

著者らはァゅ�【ビよ親よねも＼�【ビもゼパΒダΔよ民よねも＼遊女Βュレよねもオ語
ア＼3322節めねだ言ぽむぞ�び〜＞ねイ威上＼可オ言ぞ�ぱ�だづ〜�ぱ＼テミヂΜ＼ユΒ
デ＼ネ�フΜ＼ダルプ＼�べヘラミ＼ネ�ダΔ＼預言者べほゅまぞむ�話びやァり＼時て
足アやぞめぱ�だ〜≦

  ねよ手紙よ受に取ア人めぜィヮレΔよ人」�ねよつ話よ允部やよめび〜ぷぱむ＼私
べほ�＼22千年我とむ�＼同ひ話よ允部めび〜め�＼蟹はカ＼CCAAJJよ宣教�ホ�【オの存
知めび™ょ〜私よ後ゅ最後よ部分オ言ぽむ見むどぺはぞ〜EEqquuiippppiinngg  ssttuuddeennttss  
ttoo......iimmppaacctt  tthhee  wwoorrlldd  ffoorr  CChhrriisstt..】／ヅΓパ�よべ�ゅねよ世ゅ洩響オ及�びべ�ゅ生徒
オ整ぢむぞど〜蟹はカよだほ＼可人て＼ねよ＞ヅΓパ�よべ�ゅねよ世ゅ洩響オ及�
び≦もぞだルΕ【ヒオ＼ダホビゼ�Εン【�オ書どもでゅ使ぽべめぱ�だづ’／私�1177年
関デΓパベ�Μパデ【Δよ生徒ぺぽべよめ＼ねよ™だやルΕ【ヒて＼ぞづゅ缶単ゅ決�ア
文句ゅやぽむぱ�だづ＼宿題ゅねよルΕ【ヒオ使ぢり＼ヲ【ムパ点て�ァぢィ™だや＼
ヅ�ホベルΕ【パゅやぽむぱ�だづ＼良どェづぽむぞ�び〜め�“今夜＼蟹はカゅ伝ぢべ
ぞよら＼ねイて単やィヅ�ホベルΕ【ヒめらやど＼べぺよ見換イべ額校よ�ホ�【めらや
ぞもぞだねもめび〜ねイら蟹はカよ先生てべよパ�【Γ【めび〜ねイら私べほて生でむぞ
ィΕツハ【めび〜私べほ教師よ允人允人て＼毎日額校ゅ来む＼允ま允まよデΒパオ教ぢィ
もで＼生徒べほも交ェび廻話よれもまれもまオ通ぱむ＼ヅΓパ�よべ�ゅねよ世ゅ洩響オ
与ぢィパ�【Γ【よ11章オ書どカぺ＼もぞだ強ぞ忌望オ持ぽむぞ�び〜�ほゥカ＼ぞま�
ぷイて上手ゅめでむぞィェにめらぜア�ふカて＼ぞぴイゅぱゥ＼ねイら私べほて生でむぞ
ィ毎日よパ�【Γ【めぜア＼蟹はカて私べほよ生徒やよめびづァ＼ねイら蟹はカよパ�【
Γ【め�ぜィカめび“全むよ宿題＼マパ�＼パリ【ベ＼実験＼試合＼ニΜネ【�＼ぷぱ
む＼ぷだ＼蟹はカて書ぞべ全むよOOSSccAARRオ通ぱむ＼ねよ大でや信仰よパ�【Γ【よ允部
ゅ蟹はカて貢献ぱむぞィよめび〜今＼蟹はカて新ぱぞ場所ゅ＼新ぱぞ人」＼新ぱぞ機廻＼
新ぱぞ障概＼新ぱぞパ�【Γ【ゅ向���づぽむ旅立まもで＼允まよ質問て投ぬづにァイ�び〜
今�め自分よ允部ぺぽべ＼ぷよ中め自分て茨ぽむでべパ�【Γ【らゃだびィよづ’自分ゅ
手渡はイべΕツハ【らゃだびィよづ’
  ぷねづァ今夜�やはカゅベ�ΕΜバぱべぞねもてぜア�び〜
  IIII..  召ぱゅ忠実ゅ従ぽむでべ人」ゅ™ア手渡はイべΕツハ【オ大切ゅぱむどぺ
はぞ〜前ゅ�ねイオ可度�蟹はカゅ言ぽむで�ぱべて＼�べねねめ�躊躇やど繰ア返ぱ�
ぱ�だ〜蟹はカら素晴ァぱぞ才能よぜィデΒパやよめび〜他よデΒパゅ比んイり嬰動選手
�＼ヵ�【バハ�Μて少やづぽべづ�ぱイ�ふカ〜め�＼蟹はカよデΒパよれもアれもア
ゅぷイへイよ場所てぜア＼優イべもねゥてぜィよめび〜    
去年＼人文河額よデΒパめ允人よ生徒ゅ南北戦争時よ武奇ゅまぞむよロΕピΜマ【ハ�Μ
オびィ™だゅ言ぽべもでよねもオ良ど較ぢむぞ�び〜彼らヴパドホ�銃よ正角やΕロΓッ
オ作ぽむどイ�ぱべ〜ゃねめ＼ぷカやゅ良ぞΕロΓッオ手ゅ入���イべよづも尋ょべァ＼彼ら
自分め作ア�ぱべ＼も答ぢ＼私ら言葉オ失だ�ゃ驚で�ぱべ



  聖書よロΕピΜマ【ハ�Μめ＼ぜィ生徒てネデフルチΜオ吹ぞべよオ良ど較ぢむぞ
�び〜猿奏て始�ィも＼部乙よ崖ゅ人て集�ぽむ聞ぞむぞ�ぱべ〜他よ先生方ゅぜもめ聞
ぞべよめびて＼教ぢィ手オ休�む＼美���ぱぞ伽色ゅ聞で入���ぽべ＼も言ぽむぞ�ぱべ〜  
  ぜィ生徒てゾセΔヘャパヅ�Μロめ自分よ班よ数人よ仲関よユホデョホデオ允人め
担ぞめぞべ姿＼急や坂道オ登ア降アぱむ＼落ほむぱ�ぽべ寝袋�ユホデョホデオ取アゅ
行ぽべぜよ姿て忘イァイ�ふカ〜≧落ほむぱ�ぽべよて自分よ班よ人よユホデョホデぺも
思ぽべねもら事実めびて〜∞
  ぜィ生徒ら＼子ゃ�よ面倒オ見ィねもオ心づァ握ぱ＼ワラ【ハホプ【びィねもゅぞ
ま�貢献ぱむぞ�ぱべ〜額校め大でやゼワΜ�てぜィべろゅ＼小はや子ゃ�オ持ま親べほ
て彼女ゅ頼ィねもてめでべよめび〜
�ぺ�ぺべどはカぜア�び〜允時関ぜイり＼允人れもア名前オぜぬむ話オびィねもてめで
�び〜め�蟹はカ�允晩中ねねゅ座ぽむぞィよらぞ�めぱ�だ〜自分よねもオ聞でべぞ人
ら＼私ゅ後め直接聞ぞむどぺはぞ〜
  大事やねもら＼蟹はカれもアれもアて得維やねも＼自分て熱維オ持ぽむぞィねもオ
与ぢァイむぞィねもめび〜蟹はカよ先生らぷイて可づオ知ぽむぞ�び〜�ぱ＼私べほ教師
て自分よ与ぢァイべ仕事＼蟹はカよ才能オ見出ぱ＼励�びねもオ＼でほカもぱむでべよめ
ぜイり＼蟹はカ�ぷイて可ぺづ自分め知ぽむぞィらぴめび〜与ぢァイべ賜物オ認識びィね
もて�ぴ第允歩め＼手渡はイべΕツハ【オ継続ぱむぞどねもよ鍵もやィよめび〜
  ルΕミΓホデ…レホデム【よ言ぽべねもオ言ぞ柑ぢイり＞ェイェイよ深ぞ基ろもね
よ世よ深ぞ飢ぢて出廻だもで＼ェイェイら自分よ召ぱオ聞どねもてめでィ〜≦私らねよ言
葉て大好でめび〜可年�前ゅ教茨額よ入���門デΒパめ始�むねイオ聞ぞべもでづァぴぽもね
よ言葉オ握ぱむで�ぱべ〜ほ�ぽもねイオ細づど説明はふむ�ァぞ�び〜允方ゅら＼私べ
ほよ深ぞ基ろてぜア�び〜自分ゅもぽむ自然ゅねやふィ™だやねも＼得維やねも＼自分ゅ
基ろオ�べァびねもめび〜�だ允方ゅねよ世よ深ぞ飢ぢてぜア�び〜恢イべ�よ＼今日よ
世め�ほ�どほ�ゅやぽむぱ�ぽむぞィ�よ＼私べほゅ悲ぱ�も困惑＼ぷぱむ怒アはぢ�
�べァび�よめび〜私べほよ基ろてぷよ飢ぢオ終息はふィもねゥてぜィよめび〜私べほれ
もアれもアてぷイオ持ぽむぞ�び〜自分よ握びィねもオ行だねもてねよ恢イべ世オ癒���びね
もも重やィもねゥめび〜
  蟹はカれもアれもアてねよ允年関現代よ世よ問題オ允ま選ろ＼ロΕピΜマ【ハ�Μ
オ通ぱむぷイゅ韓びィ維識オ高�＼ロΖバタデ�オ通ぱむ快決策オ探ぽむで�ぱべょ〜可
人づよ生徒べほら最後よ�だゅら�だ自分よ�リホデゅ韓ぱむ飽で飽でぱむぱ�ぞ＼箇曜
日よロΕピΜマ【ハ�Μオ最後ゅ�だ22度もぷよ�リホデゅ韓ェァやぞ人�ぞィめぱ�
だ〜�べぜィ生徒べほゅもぽむら＼ぷイてねイづァ允生よ自分よヅ�Γズよ第允歩ぺぽべ
づ�知イ�ふカ〜
  ぞぴイゅふ™＼蟹はカらねよ世オ復興よ手段もぱむ見やびねもオ始�べよめび〜ね
よ世よ最�深ぞ飢ぢてゃよ™だや�よづ＼可て関磯ぽむぞむ＼修正オ必要もぱむぞィづオ
蟹はカら良ど知ぽむぞ�び〜1111年生よもでゅ＼蟹はカてねよ世よ深ぞ飢ぢオ認識ぱむ＼獲
闘ぱ始�ィよオ私ら見むで�ぱべ〜�ほゥカ＼明ァづや例ら＼蟹はカて允緒ゅやぽ
む＼＞見ぢやぞ子ゃ�べほ≦よべ�ゅ＼デホヅ【＼レΒゾメ【＼ッホロド【ヅオ焼ぞむ＼
売ぽべねもめび〜め�＼私よ允番よ胤象ゅ残ぽむぞィよら＼震災よぜも＼蟹はカてつ互ぞ
オ助に＼励�ぱぜぞ＼握オ示ぱべねもめび〜允度＼授業中ゅ＼�カや大丈夫づ＼も尋ょ�
ぱべ〜�もカゃよ生徒てパ�Εパてべ�ぽむぞむ＼疲イむぞむ＼�ィ気てめやぞ＼も言ぞ
�ぱべて＼ぷねめぷよ話ら終ェァぴゅ＼冗談オ言ぞ合ぽべア＼抱で合ぽべア＼つ互ぞ
ゅ＞てカりゥだ≦も言ぞ合ぽべアぱむぞ�ぱべ〜私づァ見イり＼蟹はカらねよ大でや信仰
よパ�【Γ【よ允部オ書で始�ィ良ぞパプ【�オ�だびめゅでぽむぞィよめび〜
  自分よ召ぱオ見まにィねもら＼ねイァオまやぬィねも＼自分よ深ぞ基ろもねよ世よ
深ぞ飢ぢオまやぬィねもめび〜私よ知ぽむぞィ蟹はカよ多どら＼数額て得維めびょ〜ねイ
オ＼トΒルよ線���も考ぢむどぺはぞ〜自分よ賜物もねよ世よ必要よ線���てゃねめ交ェィめぱ�
だづ’／ぞゥカや寡能性てぜィめぱ�だ〜べぽべ允まよ点ぺにて快決策ぺもら思ェやぞめ
どぺはぞ〜
  ねイてねイづァ数年関よ蟹はカよ霞題めび〜試ぱむ＼失敗びィねも�ぜィめぱ�
だ〜め�＼角づゅ＼ねねめ額カぺねもオ実行ぱむぞどねもて必要ゅやア�び〜蟹はカら＼
美���ぱど＼長ど™で継てイむでべ信仰よΕツハ【よ中め茨ぽべよめび〜旅立ほゅぜべぽむ＼
ねよΕツハ【ら蟹はカゅ手渡はイ＼ぷイオゃよ™だゅ生でむぞどづら蟹はカよ自由めび〜
年老ぞべ説教者てねだ言ぞ�ぱべ〜＞今日蟹はカてびィねも＼ェべぱてびィねもら＼ねイ
づァ起ねィねもぺにめやど＼可年�前＼可世紀�我去ゅ起ねぽべねもゅ�洩響オ与ィ〜我
去ゅ起ねぽべねもら変ぢァイやぞづ�知イやぞて＼起ねぽべねもよ維味オ変ぢィねもらめ
でィ〜維味深づぽべねもオ維味よ無づぽべねもゅ�めでィカぺ〜≦



  Εツハ【ら大事や�よめび〜先生方＼ニ【ベ＼校長先生＼ねよニヵ�メマゼ【よ
様」や人べほよパ�【Γ【オ行で続にむぞどやァ＼ぷよパ�【Γ【ら�び�び豊づゅやぽ
むぞで�び〜蟹はカよべ�ぺにめらやど＼蟹はカオ教ぢむでべ私べほゅもぽむ�めび〜に
イゃ＼�ぱぷよパ�【Γ【オ捨むむぱ�だやァ＼先生方�他よ人べほて教ぢむでべねもオ
忘イ拒絶びィやァ＼私べほよパ�【Γづァ大切や允章て破ア取ァイ＼結りイィんでもねゥ
て快づイべ��ゅやぽむぱ�だづ�知イ�ふカ〜  
  ゃだづ自分よ役恰オ珂べぱむ＼ねよパ�【Γ【オ前ゅ進�むどぺはぞ〜自分よ召ぱ
ゅ耳オ傾に＼忠実ゅぷイゅ答ぢむ＼ねよ世ゅヅΓパ�よべ�ゅ洩響オ与ぢむどぺはぞ〜ぜ
やべゅ手渡はイべΕツハ【オぜやべらゃだぱ�びづ’／�ぽもづぽねぞぞ�よよべ�ゅぷ
イオ捨むむぱ�ぞ�びづ’／崖見オ良どびィべ�ぺにゅぷイオ利用ぱ�びづ’／ぷイも
�＼ぷイオ自分よパ�【Γもびィべ�ゅ努力ぱ＼前ゅ進�＼他よ人ゅ手渡びねもてめでィ
™だゅびィめぱ�だづ’
  ねイオ�もカゃ書で終ェぽべ後ゅ＼自分よ卒業式め＼卒業生もぱむ22000044年ゅぱべ
パリ【ベオ読�返ぱむ��ぱべ〜びィもぷよもでゅ�Εツハ【もぞだねもゅ触イむぞ�ぱ
べ〜ぷよもでゅ使ぽべよも同ひ聖句オ蟹はカも分づほ合ぞべぞも思ぞ�び〜召ぱゅ忠実ゅ
答ぢィべ�よ鍵もやィ�よ＼信仰よΕツハ【オ前ゅ進�むぞど礎石もやィ�よめび〜ニΖ
ネゼ人をよ手紙33::1177
  ＞ぜやべてべよびィねもら＼ねもりゅ™ィも行ぞゅ™ィもオ問ェぴ＼びんむ主ゼダ
パよ名ゅ™ぽむやぱ＼主ゅ™ぽむ父やィ神ゅ憾謝ぱやはぞ〜≦
  単純めびて＼もむ�深ぞ召ぱめび〜ぷぱむ＼蟹はカオ教ぢ＼ニ【ベぱ＼共ゅ働ぞむ
でべ私べほゅもぽむら＼自分べほよ人生＼パ�【Γ【オ定義みにィ�よめ�ぜア�び〜蟹
はカてねイづァ＼ねよ世オれぽどア返ぱゅ行どゅぜべぽむ＼ねよねもオ心ゅ留�む行どね
もオ伎ぽむぞ�び〜
ぜアてもだのばぞ�び〜



Mariko Kuroda's Graduation Speech
delivered Friday, June 8, 2012

 What a beautiful garden of flowers blooms in front of me; flowers of all different colors, 
shapes, and sizes soaking the sun and smiling at the joy of early summer! Do not worry; senior year has 
not pushed me to the brink of insanity as you may all think. Rather, it has enlightened me to answer 
the most pondered questions in the history of mankind: Who am I? Why do I live? Why am I here? 
And as we stand at the end of one road, our fingertips touching the gates to a new, unknown path, I 
wanted to share a thought I landed on when I saw this sunflower: you are all flowers planted in the 
garden called Earth by the hands of God.
 God placed you in his garden for a purpose: to be an agent of healing in this broken world. To 
introduce good where sin has le its scars or, as C.S. Lewis put it in the Great Diorce, “unwind the spell 
of evil.” To be singers of hope. To bring what’s up there down to earth. omas Howard wrote in his 
book Hallowed Be is house: “You are attendants at this shrine. See to it that what goes on here is a 
small picture of what ought to go on everywhere. It doesn’t go on everywhere, but your task is to see 
that it does here. is is the spot allotted to your priesthood. Be faithful!” In the face of suffering and 
hurt, it is up to God’s people to break the darkness with the radiance of grace that conquers all wrongs 
and always brings cosmos out of chaos. 
 Now, God embedded within every single one of us a seed of talent so that we each have a 
unique role in repairing this world. For some of us, it’s obvious. It’s that tingle of electricity that rushes 
through our veins when we touch an instrument, hold a pencil, play with children, study human 
anatomy, or build a computer. For others of us, it may not be apparent what kind of flower we are. But I 
assure you, there is something that each you in this room can do better than anyone else on this planet. 
ere is something you can do that no one else in this world can beat you at. You may not necessarily 
win trophies and medals for your talents. But you may be the only person who can touch that crushed 
woman’s heart or comfort that sick man’s pain or make that lonely child laugh. Someone on this earth 
is looking for a hope that only you can provide, a flower shimmering in the exact color that God 
painted you.  
 So discover your passion and reach your stems up high towards the sky. Find what you love 
and grow towards it. Bloom brightly and blossom widely.  God is making beautiful things out of us, just 
as we saw in Tohoku where we helped to bring the tsunami victims back on their feet, and in ailand 
where we shared priceless smiles with the hilltribe children. 
 No flower can bloom without drinking water, however. So now, before we set off on different 
roads, I want to strengthen you all with two drops of encouragement. 
 First, know that you can do more than you think you can. I have never ridden a bicycle in 
Japan. e only experience I had with bikes was in 8th grade, when my friends taught me how to pedal, 
but not to steer. So when time came for my team to do the mountain biking activity in ailand, I 
hesitated. Obviously, there’s no way someone who doesn’t know how to change directions, use brakes, 
or adjust gears could ever cycle through bumpy mountain roads of ailand, right? Yet I defeated my 
own reasoning. With my classmates and teachers constantly cheering me on, I was able to complete 
most of the course and disprove my own logic. I know this is only a small thing, but it’s enough for me 
to tell you this: you have no idea of what great things you are capable of achieving. Be skeptical of the 
word “impossible.” Be excited. 
 Secondly, and most importantly, know that failure is not the opposite of success.  It is the 
name of the road leading to success. Even if you pursue God’s plans, fierce storms will blow and try to 
uproot you. But don’t let go of your passion. Stand up as many times as you fall down. Wait for the sun 
to peek out of the clouds. God can use even your defeat to bring about his victory. 

Congratulations, class of 2012. 
Beautify this planet with your blossoms.
God bless you all.



卒業生のお礼の言葉　黒田真梨子
  私よ目よ前ゅら＼可も美���ぱぞ庭怨てれゥてぽむぞィよめぱ�だ〜ねねめら＼形�大
ではよ磯だ色もアゃアよ菓」て咲で＼太陽よ光オぜろやてァ初暇よ基ろゅ微笑カめぞィよ
めび〜ゃだへ心配ぱやぞめどぺはぞ〜高校生滑最終額年よ日」ら＼蟹はカて想像びィ�ゃ
ェべぱオ窮地ゅ追ぞ込カぺェにめらやぞよめび〜�ぱゥ＼ぷイら人類よ歴史よ中め最�熟
考はイむぞィ質問＼びやェほ＼私もら誰づ’やぶ私て生でむぞィよづ’自分らやぶねねゅ
存在びィよづ’やゃゅまぞむ考ぢィ時オ与ぢむどイ�ぱべ〜ぞ�＼れもまよ道よ終着点ゅ
立ほ＼ねねづァ＼未知よ新ぱぞ道ゅ続ど門オ�はゅ潜ゥだもぱむぞィねよ時＼ねよれ�ェ
アよ菓オ見まま心ゅ与ぢァイべ思ぞオ＼蟹はカも分ほ合ぞべぞよめび〜ぜやべべほら蟹＼
創造主めぜィ神よ御手ゅ™ぽむ＼地球もぞだ名よ庭怨ゅ植ぢァイべ菓」やよめび〜ねよ恢
イべ世芥よ癒���ぱオ担だ者もぱむ＼神様らぜやべべほオの自分よ庭怨よ中ゅ目的オ�ぽむ植
ぢむどぺはぞ�ぱべ〜
  ぷイらCC..SS..Δゼパて＃大ぞやィ離婚  ((GGrreeaatt  DDiivvoorrccee))＆もぞだ彼よ著書よ中め£圧
よ呪ぞづァ快づイィ％も表現ぱむぞィ™だゅ＼  罪ゅ™ぽむ傷まぞべもねゥゅ良ぞ知ァふ
オまべぢィべ�＼忌望オ唱ぢィ�よ＼天ゅぜィ�よオねよ地上ゅ�べァび�よめぜィ〜も
言ぢィめぱ�だ〜�【ヴパ•ュΘ【�て／彼よ著書＃ねよ架て神聖ゅはイィ™だゅ  
((HHaalllloowweedd  BBee  TThhiiss  HHoouussee))＆よ中め＼£ぜやべ方ら＼ねよ聖やィ場所よ常務�〜  ねねめ
続どねもて至ィ所め続どんでめぜィねもよ小はや実例もやィ〜ぷイら至ィ所め続どねもめ
らやぞて＼ぜやべよ使命ら＼ぷイてねねめ実現びィねもオ見ィねもやよぺ〜ぷイら＼ぜや
べゅ聖職もぱむ恰ア当むァイべねもめぜア＼忠実めぜイ％も表現ぱむぞ�び〜苦ぱ�も痛
�ゅ満ほべねよ世ゅつぞむら＼神よ民よ働で次第ゅ™ぽむ＼囲て恵よ輝でゅ™ぽむ打ほ砕
づイ＼びんむよ関磯ぞて正はイ＼常ゅ混沌よ中づァ秩序ぜィ世芥て�べァはイィよめび〜
  神様ら＼ねよ世芥オ修復はふィべ�ゅ独自よ役恰オ担だんど＼撹」よ中ゅ賜物よ種
オ埋�込カめどぺはぽべよめび〜ぜィ人達ら＼例ぢり掛奇オ手ゅぱべもで＼ヰΜオ取ぽべ
もで＼子供もわイぜだもで＼人体快剖額オ額ゐもで＼ニΜリ�【プ【オ組�立むィもで＼
血緩ゅ電気て走ィ™だや衝撃的や憾較オ�ぽむ＼撹」よ賜物オ顕著ゅ表ぱむぞィめぱ�
だ〜他よ者べほゅもぽむら＼撹」て可よ菓めぜィよづらぽでアもェづァやぞ時てぜィづ�
ぱイ�ふカ〜ぱづぱ＼ねよ部乙ゅぞィぜやべべほら＼ねよ惑星よ他よ誰ゅ�めでやぞ可づ
オ必ぴ持ぽむぞィ〜も＼ェべぱら角信ぱむぞ�び〜ねよ世芥よぺイゅ�負にやぞ唯允よ可
づ〜ぷイら＼�Ζルセ【��ヘΔめ評夏はイィ�よめらやぞづ�ぱイ�ふカて＼傷まぞべ
女性よ心ゅわイべア＼痛�ゅ苦ぱ�病人ゅ緯�オ与ぢべア＼孤独や子供ゅ笑ぞオ�べァぱ
得ィぜやべゅぱづめでやぞ唯允よ�よやよめび〜神様て染�むどぺはぽべ特別や色オ�ま
菓もぱむ輝ぞむぞィぜやべて�べァびぷよ忌望オ＼ねよ地上よ誰づて受に取アべぞも探ぱ
求�むぞィよめび〜
  めびづァ＼ぜやべぺにゅぱづめでやぞ情熱オ注ぬィ�よオ�まにむ＼大空ゅ向���づぽ
む高どぷよ茎オ伸りぱむどぺはぞ〜握びんで�よオ�まにむ＼ぷイゅ向���づぽむ成長ぱむぞ
どよめび〜明ィど＼広」もぷよ菓オ咲づふィよめび〜私達ら＼東北め＼被災者よ方」よ復
興よべ�ゅつ手伝ぞオぱべもで＼�べ＼プゼめ山顎民族よ子供べほも分づほ合ぽべぜよ笑
企オ通ぱむ＼神様てびりァぱぞねもをも導ぞむどぺはぽべねもオ体験ぱ�ぱべ〜びんむよ
菓」ら＼水分やぱゅ生で続にィねもらめで�ふカ〜ぞ�＼ぷイへイて磯だ道ゅ向���づつだも
ぱむぞィ時ゅ＼蟹はカをよ励�ぱもぱむ二まよねもオ言ェふむどぺはぞ〜
  第允ゅ＼ぜやべら＼自分て思だ威上ゅ可づてめでィ〜もぞだねもめび〜私ら＼日本
め允度�自転車ゅ乗ぽべねもてぜア�ふカめぱべ〜八年生よもでゅ友人達てヰヘΔよねと
方オ教ぢむどイべねもて唯允よ経験めび〜め�乗イ�ふカめぱべ〜ぷよ私て＼ぞ™ぞ™プ
ゼよめね�ねよ山道めネゼデΓΜトオびィねもゅやぽべ時＼当然躊躇ぱ�ぱべ〜ュΜ�Δ
め方向���オづぢィねも�めでやぞ＼レΕ【ヅ�テズよ使ぞ方�ェづァやぞ私て＼ゃだぱむプ
ゼよ山道め乗ィねもてめでィめぱ�だづ〜無理ゅ決�ぽむぞ�び〜め�＼ぷよ言ぞ訳ゅ対
ぱむ打ほ勝まねもてめでべよめび〜
絶ぢぴ殴煙ぱむどイべデΒパ�【�べほ＼先生べほよつづぬめ＼�もカゃよ道よアオ乗ア
切ィねもてめでべよめび〜決�まにむぞべ自分よ考ぢてどまてぢはイべ瞬関めぱべ〜ねイ
ら＼小はや例ゅびと�ふカて＼ぷイめ�＼ぞだねもてめで�び〜私達ら＼可づオ達成めで
ィ能力オ＼ゃイぺに�ぽむぞィづ＼もぞだねもオ〜＃不寡能＆もぞだ言葉ゅ対ぱむ＼©疑
的ゅやィもで＼達成よ興奮オ味ェだよめび〜
  最�重要めぜィ第二よ励�ぱもら＼失敗ら成功よ反対語めらやぞも知ィねもめび〜
失敗もら＼成功をも導ど道をよ名称めび〜べもぢ＼神てどぺはぽべ計雅オ追求ぱむぞむ
�＼らぬぱぞ嵐て吹ぞむ＼ぷよ根オねぷともゥだもびィづ�ぱイ�ふカ〜め�＼絶対ゅぜ
やべよ情熱オ失ェやぞめどぺはぞ〜転ゐねもてぜぽむ�＼ぷよ度ゅ起で上てア続に＼影よ



隙関づァ注てイィ太陽よ光オ待ほ望カめどぺはぞ〜神ら＼ぜやべよ失敗めはぢ�勝利ゅ導
ぞむどぺはィつ方やよめびづァ〜

22001122年デΒパを＼卒業つ�めもだのばぞ�び〜
ぜやべよ菓めねよ惑星オ美���ぱどぱむどぺはぞ〜
神様よ祝福オ祈アまま


